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The road to confusion is paved with novel ecosystem
labels: a reply to Hobbs et al.
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Responding to our critique of the novel ecosystem concept
[1], Hobbs et al. [2] misrepresent our points of view, so we
begin by clarifying our position. First, we do not deny the
existence of anthropogenically transformed ecosystems;
cities, pastures, agricultural fields, or open-pit mines are
real and have accompanied humans for millennia. We
agree: society must deal with these ecosystems in sensible
and effective ways, as part of the much larger effort to
transition toward sustainability, maintain biodiversity,
and provide ecosystem services to humans and habitat
to other species. Neither point is under discussion. However, we propose that there is no need to develop a new
label for transformed ecosystems, especially any label that
might restrict management options by potentially excluding restoration. Restoration includes a wide range of practical possibilities for dealing with transformed ecosystems,
including rehabilitation, reclamation, and remediation.
Some will bring the ecosystem back to its historical trajectory, some will bring back only some attributes, but the
intention is that the end product is better than the degraded ecosystem. Importantly, a label such as novel ecosystem
implies no need for further intellectual exertion – and
ignores the growing science of the young discipline of
ecological restoration.
The proliferation of new labels for anthropogenic ecosystems (‘the various formulations – of the concept of novel
ecosystems – and allied terminology’ [2]) only generates
confusion and may predispose people to abandon attempting restoration simply because it may be difficult and
appears costly, especially since categories like ‘hybrid’
and ‘novel’ are not well defined and no quantitative criteria
to characterize them have been developed. Applying the
novel label to an ecosystem adds an unnecessary layer of
complexity to an already complicated process of conservation, management, and restoration planning. In particular,
we see the use of the term novel as potentially damaging.
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Words matter and language can greatly affect people’s
view of the world [3]. We live in an age in which novelty
and innovation are prized in endeavors such as product
development and the arts. The novel ecosystem concept
thus sends a message of scientific endorsement of improvement over the ‘old’ nature and breaking with the old ways.
Embracing anthropogenic ecosystems as the ‘new normal’
or ‘new ecological world order’ opens the floodgates to the
intellectual hubris of redesigning nature that assumes a
complete knowledge of the ecological and biological outcomes and consequences.
We do not deny the existence of nonlinear dynamics
that shift ecosystems into different regime states. What
we dispute is assuming that any profoundly transformed
ecosystem has crossed an irreversible threshold that
automatically makes ecological restoration impossible
(understanding ecological restoration as the wide set of
goals and end points that we seek to achieve in a restoration program, wherever possible using a historical reference for orientation and metrics). In addition, the fact that
socioeconomic issues play a central role in discussion of
ecosystem management projects does not mean they are so
inextricably linked that they cannot be differentiated and
analyzed separately. At least in theory, any conservation
and restoration project begins with a definition of goals and
objectives, and courses of action are defined within a
framework of cost-effectiveness and adaptive management. In this context, multiple options can be explored
that may include the question of whether to attempt to
restore.
It is customary that any critique will be followed by
responses and counter-arguments. That is the beginning of
a dialog and we expected a sound rebuttal. However, we
found that Hobbs et al.’s response [2] recycles ideas from
previous papers with vague statements of unsubstantiated
criticism and claims and, more importantly, does not address our concerns (Box 1). No matter what counter-arguments are presented, there is not a single paper that
defines the thresholds for applying the novel ecosystem
label or one that shows how the novel ecosystem label has
changed practitioners’ management approach to yield
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Box 1. Reiterating our still unchallenged points
 The concept of novel ecosystems is ill defined and can lead to
undesirable practical and policy outcomes.
 Successful restoration projects abound in areas that could have
been considered novel.
 Socioeconomic and political limitations to ecological restoration
should not be confused with ecological thresholds.
 Hobbs et al. [2] agree that ‘novel ecosystems’ is a term that has
morphed many times in its short lifetime. They argue that this is
normal; we suggest that this level of morphing and re-morphing
indicates only that it has not hit a true target and should be
handled much more cautiously.

results that exceed what a good restoration (or rehabilitation) program would have achieved. Thus, we await
the experimental evidence to support these theoretical
musings.
Finally, ‘. . .negative policy impacts are feared rather
than observed’ [2]. We believe that it is legitimate to
anticipate possible negative impacts and wise to take
measures to avoid or deal with them. In the social sciences,
the law of unintended consequences warns us to beware of
‘advances’ that may create more problems than they solve.
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Based on our considerable and direct collective experience
in working with policy makers and managers, and the
many (and often unsubstantiated) interpretations that
novel ecosystems now have in those two guilds, we feel
that our concerns are justified. Scientists play an important role as trusted advisors to policy makers. We are
recognized as custodians of the ‘truth industry’, especially
in instances where there is uncertainty, and it is then that
an open dialog with a great deal of humility, rather than
offers of ‘unequivocal advice’, is necessary to help policy
makers cope with complex issues and unforeseen consequences [4].
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